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Abstract. The efficiency of acoustooptic (AO) interaction in YZ-cut proton exchanged (PE) 
LiNbO3 waveguides is theoretically analysed by determining the overlap between the optical 
and acoustic field distributions. The present analysis takes into account the perturbed SAW 
field distribution due to the presence of the PE layer on the LiNbO3 substrate determined by 
the rigorous layered medium approach. The overlap is found to be significant upto very high 
acoustic frequencies of the order of 5 GHz, whereas in the earlier analysis by vonHelmolt and 
Schaffer [6] for diffused waveguides, it was shown that the overlap integral rolls down to 
nearly zero at this high frequency range. 
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1. Introduction 

Integrated optical devices based on proton exchanged LiNbO3 (PE:LiNbO3) 
waveguides are being researched for various applications including signal processing, 
communication, etc. The devices based on the acoustooptic (AO) interaction in these 
waveguides are promising and have given rise to considerable activity in recent years. 
Technologically, proton exchange is a simpler and low temperature process, which 
is easy to perform. Immersion of LiNbO3 in proton sources such as benzoic acid 
leads to a high index region of HxLi 1 _xNbO3, with 77~o of Li + replaced by protons 
[1]. The main advantages of PE waveguides are the large increase in the extraordinary 
refractive index, the nearly step index profile, and the high optical damage threshold 
[2]. Many AO experiments have been performed and devices realized I3, 4], taking 
advantage of the special optical and acoustic properties of these waveguides. Yet, a 
rigorous computation of the basic AO interaction in these waveguides has not been 
reported so far. In this paper, we present a theoretical analysis of the AO interaction 
in PE waveguides by rigorously calculating the perturbed SAW distribution and the 
optical field distribution in the PE:LiNbO3. The analysis leading to the determination 
of SAW distribution in PE:LiNbO3 is based on a recent work [5], wherein the 
material constants are determined for the PE medium. 
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2. Calculation of the SAW field 

The Rayleigh wave propagation in a piezoelectric medium in governed by a set of 
four coupled differential equations [5]: 

d2uj , d2Uk , ~2~ --0, i , j , k , l=  1,2,3, (1) 
P--ff~- - Cuu d~idxi eku c~xic~x~--~ 

c~u~ , dz cb 
e'iu c~xidxl eik ~ = 0, i, k, 1 = 1, 2, 3 (2) 

where u~ is the ith component of mechanical displacement, ~b is the electric potential, 
C'ijkl , e'ik I and e' ~k are the rotated components of the elastic stiffness, piezoelectric and 
dielectric permittivity tensors respectively, and summation over repeated indices is 
implied. Using the coordinate system shown in figure 1, solutions of (1) and (2) can 
be written as 

u i = aiexp(jk~tx3)exp[jk(x 1 - vt)], i = 1,2, 3 (3) 

ck = a4exp(jkctxa)exp[jk(xl  - vt)], (4) 

where ai are the amplitude coefficients, ~t is the propagation constant in the x 3 direction, 
and v is the SAW phase velocity. Substitution of (3) and (4) into (1) and (2) leads to 
the linear homogeneous matrix equation: 

MA = 0, (5) 

where M is a 4 x 4 matrix with elements involving the material constants and ct, and 
A is a 4-dimensional column vector with elements ai, i = 1 . . . . .  4. Nontrivial solutions 
of (5) exist if and only if 

IMI = 0, (6) 

where the determinant LMI is a polynomial in ~ of degree eight. For a given phase 
velocity, (6) is solved to get the eight propagation constants a. and the corresponding 
amplitude coefficient vectors A.. The procedure has to be carried out for both the 
substrate and the layer. Since the field components of Rayleigh waves must decay 
exponentially into the substrate, only four propagation constants with negative 
imaginary parts may be used for the substrate. For the layer all the eight eigenvalues 
are allowed. Thus, supcrposition of the partial wave solutions and denoting the 
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Figure 1. Schematic geometry of PE:LiNbO3. X, Y,Z are the crystal axes. 
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potential by u4 leads to the following solution for the Rayleigh wave in vector form: 

u = ~ B . A . e x p ( j k ~ . x 3 ) e x p [ j k ( x  1 - -  vt)] ,  (7) 

where e is a 4-dimensional column vector with elements u~, A, are 4-dimensional 
column vectors with elements a~, and B, are the scalar quantities denoting partial 
wave amplitudes, with n = 1 . . . . .  4 for the substrate and n = 5,..., 12 for the layer. 

Formulation of the boundary conditions yields a linear homogeneous system of 
twelve equations, from which B, can be found. The boundary conditions are: 

(i) At the layer-substrate interface x3 = 0, the mechanical displacement components 
u~, u2 and u 3, the electric potential <~, the stress components 713, 723 and 733 and 
the electric displacement D 3 are continuous. The stress components Ti3 and the electric 
displacement D3 are given by, 

Ti3 = C'i3klSkl -~ e'i3 k Ek, i =  1, 2,3 (8) 

D3 ' " ' E  (9) e3kl'3kl - -  g3k k 

(ii) At the free surface x 3 = h, the stress components T13, T23 and T33 vanish and 
the electric displacement D 3 is continuous. The twelve boundary conditions lead to 
the homogeneous equation, 

R B  = 0, (10) 

where R is the boundary condition matrix of order 12 x 12, and B is the 12 dimensional 
column vector containing the 12 unknown partial wave amplitudes B,. 

For nontrival solutions of(10), the boundary condition determinant )RI should vanish, 
and this can be accomplished by variation of the only free parameter, kh. For a given 
phase velocity, the boundary condition determinant determines the parameter kh and 
this parameter describes the dispersive behaviour of SAW in the layered medium. 

3. Appl icat ion  to P E : L i N b O  3 

3.1 Crystalline model 

The assumptions which we have adopted in the case of PE waveguides, following 
the earlier investigations [5], are: 

(i) The PE region behaves like a homogeneous nonpiezoelectric medium. 
(ii) For the exchange rate considered here, viz., x ~ 0.7, the crystalline structure of 
the PE medium (HxLi 1 _xNbO3) can be taken as trigonal. 
(iii) For the PE medium, ell = e22 = e3a = 55 eo, and p = 4500kgm -a. 
(iv) The set of material constants and the dispersion curve corresponding to the 
YZ-configuration are reliable for waveguides fabricated in diluted melts containing 
0.25 to 2 mol% of lithium benzoate. 

3.2 SAW field distribution 

The relevant material constants C~yu, eiy k and e~j of LiNbO3, VsA w and the Euler 
' e' angles used to find the rotated components, C~j u, i~k and t~j are taken from [6] and 
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[7]. To check the correctness of matrix M in (5), ~t and A are calculated for the case 
of SAW in bulk LiNbO3. The results agree well with the values reported by von- 
Helmholt and Schaffer [6]. For the PE layer, which is nonpiezoelectric, e = 0 and 
the other constants of the PE medium Cij u and eij and the dispersion curve are taken 
from [5]. 

The scalar constants % and vectors A. for a given VSA w are determined for the 
substrate and the layer individually from (6). For different values Of VSA w, different 
sets of % and A. are obtained. The value of kh corresponding to each VSA w is taken 
from the dispersion curve in the calculation of B.. In finding B., the 12 boundary 
condition equations reduce to 8 equations because of the following reasons: 

(i) In the nonpiezoelectric layer and the piezoelectric substrate combination, the 
continuity of ~b at the layer-substrate interface and the continuity of D 3 at the free 
surface are satisfied by taking the potential in the form given below [8]: 

k' + B e x p ( -  k'x3)'~ ck=C~oexp(_ik,,x3) e x p ( x 3 )  (11) ) '  
where 

2 /1/2 
k,=k~Sti833_-~t3 

k" =k et3~, 
g33 

.//k' ~33 "[" k£° .'~ exp(2k'h), B 
• k' e33 -- keo,] 

~b denotes the potential in the layer and 40 denotes the substrate potential evaluated 
at x3 = 0. For the present case of PE medium, k" = 0; k' = k; B = (e33 + e0)/(%3 - ~0) 
exp(2kh). 
(ii) In the YZ-cut trigonal crystals, the sagittal plane (X1,X 3 plane in figure l) is 
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Figure 2. Normalized mechanical displacement distribution, I~3N in PE:LiNbO3 
through the present analysis (---)  and in bulk LiNbO3 using vonHelmolt't analysis 
( ); waveguide depth = 2.5 pm. 
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the mirror plane for elastic symmetry and therefore the mechanical displacement 
component u2 = 0 and all the associated boundary condition matrix elements vanish. 

Thus, in the case of the substrate, the solutions u t, u.a and tp contain linear com- 
binations of four partial wave solutions with appropriate coefficients ct, and an. In 
the guiding layer, u 1 and u 3 are given by linear combinations of four partial wave 
solutions and ~b is given by (11). The partial field amplitudes are normalized to a 
SAW power flow PI,~ = 1 W/m and 09 = I rad/s. For very small values of kh (i.e., 
A>> h), it is seen from figure 2 that the perturbation due to the presence of the PE 
layer is negligible and the SAW distribution resembles that in the bulk LiNbOa 
medium. The case of SAW in bulk LiNbO3 is treated in the earlier analysis by 
vonHelmolt and Schaffer [6]. 

The strain component $I and the electric field component E1 are continuous across 
the layer-substrate interface. The component $3, which is along the depth direction, 
has different magnitudes at the interface owing to the different decay coefficients of 
the substrate and the layer media. 

4. Optical field distribution 

The steplike refractive index profile of the proton exchanged waveguides is considered. 
This index profile leads to the optical field for TEo mode given by [9], 

Um(xa)=cos[xf(-xa+h)]+XCsin[ry(-x3+h)] O<~xa<~h (12) 
tgf 

Um(x3)=[cos(tcfh)+~fsin(~fh)]exp(t~sX3) X3~<0 

where xy, xc and xs are the propagation constants in the film, cover and the substrate 
regions respectively and h is the waveguide depth. 

5. Theory of guided wave acoustooptic interaction 

In our geometry, the co-ordinate axes (xl,x2,x3) coincide with the crystal axes 
(Z, X, Y). The acoustooptic diffraction efficiency of an optical guided wave perfectly 
phase matched to the SAW for the isotropic case, with incident and diffracted optical 
modes being the same with respect to polarization, is given by the well known formula 
[10]: 

n 2 
r/= sin2( nn:ff L lAB xllFt'], 

\ 22 cos 0B } 
(13) 

where, nef f is the effective modal refractive index, 2 is the free space optical wavelength, 
F is the coupling function or the overlap integral, L is the interaction length or 
acoustic aperture and 0B is the Bragg angle. The AO diffraction efficiency strongly 
depends on the overlap F between the optical and acoustic fields. F which depends 
solely on the waveguide parameters and the acoustic frequency is given by, 

S ~ ~ lUre 12 Ual.idx3 
Irl=l j'h_~olU,~12dxa r 

(14) 
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ABij (15) 
Ua0 = IAB~max I' 

ABij -- Pi~kmr" Skm + ~k Ek i,j, k, m = 1, 2, 3 (16) 

where ABi~ is the change in the optical indicatrix created by SAW, Um(x3) is the optical 
mode profile of the waveguide, E Pijkra is the strain optic tensor at constant E, Sk, . 
are the strain components of SAW, ~k is the electrooptic tensor at constant S 
and E k a r e  the electric field components of SAW. 

6. Interaction in proton exchanged waveguide 

The optical mode field as in (12) and the SAW field distribution as in (7) corresponding 
to the proton exchanged waveguides are used in (14) to determine the overlap integral. 
The integral is evaluated in the two regions (layer and substrate) using the appropriate 
functions, Ua and U,.. With the SAW propagating along xx and the TE polarized light 
along x2, we have 

AB x = PaaS1 + paxSa + r3aE x. (17) 

The coefficients p and r are referred to the crystal axes, X = 1, Y -- 2, Z = 3. raa in 
the PE region is 22.6 x 10-12m/V [11] whereas, r33 in the LiNbO3 substrate is 
30.8 x 10-12m/V. The proton exchanged waveguides considered in the present work 
are the annealed proton exchanged waveguides. The annealing process may involve 
migration of Li ions from adjacent regions of the substrate into the waveguiding 
region in addition to the removal of hydrogen bonded OH and the diffusion of free 
OH into the substrate. In this situation the distorted unit cell structure in the wave- 
guide may tend to change back to that of virgin LiNbO a. As a consequence, the 
electrooptic effect would be restored and propagation losses reduced [12]. 

The values of Paa and Pal for LiNbO a are 0.071 and 0.179 respectively. For the 
PE region, values of P33 and Pal are assumed to be the same as those in LiNbO a. 
The optical wavelength 2 is taken to be 0.83 t~m and the value of An is chosen for a 
given waveguide depth such that the waveguide operates in the single mode region 
(for d = 1"33, An = 0.01). Since the substrate is piezoelectric, the contribution to AB 
is more due to the electrooptic effect (EO) than due to the acoustooptic effect (AO) 
in this region. In the nonpiezoelectric layer, the AO contribution dominates. The AO 
and EO contributions to AB are plotted in figure 3. 

The overlap integral is plotted as a function of acoustic frequency for different 
waveguide parameters in figures 4 and 5. At very low and very high acoustic fre- 
quencies, when the waveguide depth h is not comparable to the acoustic wavelength 
A, the overlap integral decreases with increasing acoustic frequency. It is also seen 
that at high acoustic frequencies the overlap decreases with increasing waveguide 
depth. This is due to the fact that the penetration depth of SAW is inversely pro- 
portional to the acoustic frequency. The acoustic penetration depth (the depth at 
which the SAW amplitude is equal to 1/e times its surface value) is plotted as a 
function of acoustic frequency in figure 6. It is clear from figures 4 and 5 that, depending 
upon the waveguide depth, the frequency range of interest can be obtained. Secondly, 
for a given waveguide depth, when the optical penetration depth is increased, i.e., 
when the optical field becomes less concentrated in the waveguide, the overlap is less 
compared to the case of waveguides with smaller penetration depth. The optical 
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Figure 3. Normalized change in indicatrix AB due to electrooptic and acousto- 
optic effects; SAW frequency = 950 MHz. 
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Figure& Overlap integral as a function of acoustic frequency; waveguide depth = 
1"33 #m for curve A and 2-5/am for curve B. 

penetration depth is defined as the depth at which the optical field intensity is equal 
to 1/e z times the maximum intensity. For a fixed waveguide depth, the different 

i 

optical penetration depths may be obtained by changing An. 
When h is comparable to A, there is no longer a monotonous decrease in the 

overlap with increase in frequency, but instead the overlap begins to increase as the 
frequency increases. In this intermediate frequency range, with h being comparable 
to A, the layer offers a characteristic dimension to the system and there is a considerable 
contribution to AB from both the layer and the substrate. The proximity of the 
maximum of AB in the substrate to the layer-substrate interface leads to the increase 
in the overlap with increase in frequency. Because the substrate is piezoelectric and 
the layer is nonpiezoelectric, the maximum of AB lies in the substrate region. 
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Figure 6. Acoustic penetration depth as a function of acoustic frequency for 
waveguide depth of A) 2.5 #m and B) 1.33/~m. 

The earlier analysis by vonHelmolt and Schaffer [6] is also carried out for the 
present case of the PE waveguides, the step index profile of the waveguides being 
taken into account in determining the optical field distribution. The result is shown 
in figure 7 along with that of the present improved analysis of the PE waveguides. 
For the present case, since the maximum of AB lies in the substrate region, the overlap 
integral is always less than 1. In the earlier analysis, on the other hand, the maximum 
of AB is at, or, near the surface without an intermediate minimum and this leads to 
the overlap integral value of 1 at very low frequencies. The overlap is more at high 
frequencies in the present case. 
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Frequency response of the overlap integral in the present case (curve A) 

7. C o n c l u s i o n  

The AO interaction in PE:LiNbO3 is theoretically investigated using the improved 
calculation of SAW in these waveguides. The analysis presented here is more accurate 
since it takes into account the material constants of the PE medium and the dispersive 
behaviour of the waveguide. By the use of the modified SAW distribution and the 
improved calculation of the AO interaction, presented in this analysis, sophisticated 
design of guided SAW and AO devices based on LiNbOa can be achieved. 
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